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FREE ZONES IN THE MODERN WORLD Robert C. Haywood, Director World Economic Processing Zones Association Evergreen, Colorado, USA CFATF Meeting Aruba, October 18, 2000 No. 5 Ver. 1 Copies of this booklet may be obtained from: WEPZA Secretariat P.O. Box 986 Flagstaff, Arizona, U.S.A. Tel: (520) 779-0052 Fax: (520) 774-8589 E-Mail: [email protected] WEPZA Website: http://www.wepza.org © The Flagstaff Institute, 2004



"Indeed, the zone concept is so powerful, that more and more countries are recognizing a new paradigm of free zones. While the old free zone was often described as a static, labor-intensive, incentive driven, exploitive enclave, the new zone paradigm is a dynamic, investment-intensive, management-driven, enabling, and integrated economic development tool". Free zones are not a new concept. They are at least as old as western civilizations, having existed in the Phoenician city of Tyre and at 300 BC in the Greek Island of Delos, which as a result became one of the wealthiest islands in the world for nearly a century. For many years sovereigns have expressed concern about the implications of free trade zones, and the Romans even made efforts to suppress them as destructive to the centralism of the Roman Empire. So it is not surprising that we are gathered here today to discuss the purpose of free zones, and the need to investigate and perhaps suppress some of their activities. Our predecessors have been doing the same for over two millennia. However, the free zones of today are quite different from the free zones of the past. Although they still serve a largely similar purpose, they have grown increasingly complex and are thus involved with an increasing volume and variety of economic transactions. Contrary to the view of the trade bureaucrats and liberal trade economists, the liberalization of trade has not eliminated the need for free zones, but rather expanded their role. As globalization takes hold, the formation of free zones continues at an increasing rate. When we published a Directory of Free Zones in 1997, we listed 847 free zones in 102 countries. Importantly zones existed in countries with all levels of economic development. Table 1 Zone Countries and National Income Levels Number of Number of Country Income Level Countries Zones High Income



28



285 (33%)



Upper Middle



16



158 (19%)



Lower Middle



37



212 (25%)



Low Income



22



192 (23%)



World



102



847



Since that time I estimate that there are now well over 1,000 free zones operating in about 120 countries. This means that there are about 106 countries now without zones. This growth has taken place despite opposition to free zones expressed by powerful international organizations such as the World Bank/ IMF, The European Union, OECD, USAID, WTO, ILO and others. For this kind of growth to be taking place free zones must be addressing a social and/or economic need in a large variety of countries that is poorly
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understood by the established global institutions, or a large variety of countries are engaging in irrational and irresponsible economic policy. I hope to show you that free zones are indeed a valuable policy tool and one that can operate with a legitimate framework of international relations. I will first do this by defining what free zones are and then explore the wide variety of zones that exist today. Some of these types will be of more interest in your program and offer more opportunities for the types of abuse that this group focuses on. I will then focus in on emerging operational and regulatory issues involving some types of zones, and the new paradigm for zones that will carry them into the future. What are Free Trade Zones? The most common definition of a zone involves words such a "a geographical area in which goods enter duty free for processing and export, and in which investors are offered a variety of incentives such as tax holidays and liberal labor and environmental concessions." It is a common definition, but wrong. The fundamental concept of a zone is that it is an alternative policy framework, developed by government, to promote policy objectives of government. Sometimes this involves a specified geographical region, but just as often it involves a specific industry such as banking or insurance, or companies with some common behavior such as export orientation, high technology content, or, some would argue, sometimes activities with low moral content such as gambling and prostitution as expressed in such places as Monaco, Las Vegas, Macao, Sun City and more recently North Korea.. It is important to note that despite a common misuse of the term, common markets, like the EU, custom unions like MERCOSUR, and free trade areas like NAFTA and the proposed FTAA are not free zones. Free trade zones are generally established within a single country, although there are few example of cross border zones, while free trade areas are established between countries. Regional free trade areas present control issues which are similar to those between states in large national territories, and what were previously customs issues often fall to domestic police forces as border checks are eliminated. Secondly, Free Trade Zones or Zonas Francas in Spanish are not well named. They are not free, they are not focused on trade, and as stated above they are not always defined by a zone or geographical areas. Let's look at this in more detail. Free zones are not free. They are regulated environments in which the regulations are different than the regulations in the rest of the national economy. In most cases the rules are more liberal, though ironically in many cases they are effectively more controlled environments and often following the rules of law more closely than the rest of the economy. For example, while many industrial zones have no duty charged on imports or exports, they are tightly controlled by Customs to prevent smuggling into the domestic customs territory. Free zones are not free because they are regulated primarily by the national authorities that create them. Secondly, Free Trade Zones are increasingly not about trade, but rather about investment, industry, research and development, services, education, training, and logistics. In other words free zones are about everything in the modern economy. Finally many free zones are not about confined territories, but may cover entire countries, or specific industries. So let us look at a simple chart on the types of zones. Industrial specific zones are most prevalent in financial services. I would classify most of the countries known as tax havens as industrial specific free zones. But there are others. New York has an insurance free zone; if the premium payment is sufficiently large, (I believe over US$ 100,000), then the state insurance laws do not fully apply. It is assumed that an individual paying that much in premium can protect his own welfare better than a state insurance commissioner. This is a fair assumption. Performance Specific Free Zones allow individual factories to receive free zone benefits, provided they meet certain conditions. It the past these have normally included export requirements, use of local material. More recently they have included technical skill levels, and employment commitments. Sometimes performance criteria or industry limits are coupled with limited areas of applicability and small special purpose zones are created such as the well know Export Processing Zone, or the less well known Electronics and Jewelry zones in India.
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Types of Zones, With Examples and Representative Countries Small Zone



Wide Area Zones



Industry Specific Zones



Performance Specific Zones



Commercial



Special Economic Zones



Banking



Mexico's Maquila Program



Industrial



Resident Populations



Insurance



Technology Based



Mixed



Multi-Industry



Gambling



Incubation Centers



Export Processing*



Retail/Hotel



Tourism



Export Factories



Service



Textiles



Employment Based



Enterprise/Urban



Gems



Investment Based



New York, Bangladesh, India, Cayman Islands, Bermuda, etc.



Mexico, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, India's EOFs, etc.



Dominican Republic, United States, Egypt, Kenya, Europe, etc.



China, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Russia, Sudan, North Korea



*Zones may be both small in scale and restricted to industry or performance criteria. The typical Export Processing Zone is just such a small scale export industry zone. The small scale zone is what we typically think of as a zone, and do not present any extraordinary difficulties in either understanding or regulation. They may cover up to a few square mile or a few thousand hectares. Most are about 50-500 hectare. The wide area zones are quite different. One covers about 31,000 square km and they can have resident populations that number in the millions. Most nest smaller special purpose zones inside the larger SEZs. The Chinese Special Economic Zones were some of the first wide area zones and have been such spectacular successes that they have led to a number of attempted duplications. Many of these duplications have failed or are in the process of doing so because the duplicators did not understand, or were not able to duplicate, the power and independence of these zones in China. You can expect that other countries, perhaps even some in this area, will try the Chinese Model. Colombia has announced the formation of an SEZ. Chinese SEZ's have both legislative, executive, and in some cases even some judicial functions. They are organized along the lines of an autonomous province or state. For example, most SEZs have their own customs service, tax collection system, and even department of foreign affairs. This independence has allowed some of the zones to succeed, but has made control of the activities in these zones a serious regulatory problem. Zone leaders in China and North Korea have been shot for their failure to use their independence well. Indictments have been common in other regions. This problem is compounded considerably by the resident population in the zones who may be tempted into smuggling and other illicit activities by the wide disparity of costs inside and outside the zones, and often an abundance of cash. Nevertheless SEZ's are perhaps the most effective development tools ever created. Many have growth rates in excess of 20% per year, and have doubled their populations' income every four years for more than a decade. SEZs have tended to be created in poor transition economies where the rule of law is not the prevailing control mechanism, and have suffered from the same types of problems that are endemic in the domestic economies of the same country. This fact is true for all types of free zones. They will tend to engage in the same behaviors as the country that creates and controls them. In some cases they may behave better because they are subject to more scrutiny or because they are involved with transnational companies which require more accountability. They may also be used by corrupt domestic authorities but in the same manner that these officials use other national companies and organizations. The diversity of zones again emphasizes that they are created by governments to meet a specific policy objective. International conventions recognize the rights of governments to create such special purpose policy instruments, and even encourage them to do so. In 1979 appendix F1 of the Kyoto Convention, the one dealing with customs not the more recent one
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dealing with the environment, came into force. This annex concerns free zones, and while voluntary and only suggestive, gives guideline to customs authorities with respect to free zones. Most states have not acceded to the annex, and those that have largely ignore some of its provisions. The basis for this convention is unfortunate, as it view free zones as outside of normal customs control rather than subject to an alternative customs regime. It then sets out to define a scheme of national control that is equivalent to customs control. The convention notes that "National legislation (1) shall specify the requirements relating to the establishment of free zones, the kinds of goods admissible...and the nature of operations..." It also notes that "...the provisions of national legislation may be managed by Customs authorities, by other authorities or by natural or legal persons..." making special zone authorities viable. The agreement suggests that customs authorities have a continuing role to play in the approval of procedures for managing the interface of the free zone with the domestic zone and the international economy. The 1988 Vienna Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs reaffirms the expectation that national authorities are the principle control mechanism in Free Zones. In particular of the act expresses the requirement to engage in suppression activity in zones that are no less than those used in the national territory. This includes maintaining in zones the right to search cargo, vessels and people and to monitor activity. This convention confirms the definition of free zones as alternative policies of government, in that it does not require the same activities, but rather those that are "no less than those used..." in the ordinary customs zone. Parts of both these conventions state or imply a view that free zones are outside the customs territory of the nation. This is an erroneous concept and is more of a rhetorical straw man that has been given life by well-meaning but ill-informed official. Extraterritoriality was used by some communist countries to justify the violation of communist philosophy in their zones. Specifically labor does not need to own the means of production if the land is not in the socialist workers paradise. North Korea, Cuba, and few other countries still try to maintain this fiction. Some conventions and countries do speak of zones as being outside the customs territory of the country. This is a slightly different and less encompassing concept, but in reality is also a fiction. All free zones are under customs control, they differ from the rest of the country by having different customs regulations and perhaps different customs authorities. They are not uncontrolled areas! Customs rules are not a god-given set of natural rights, but simply policy tool of governments to control and tax international commerce. Indeed, customs rules vary between industries, products, and sources or goods. In free trade area nations combine customs territories. With zones nations create multiple customs territories within their country. A better conceptual structure would be built around the concepts of the Free Zone customs regime versus the ordinary customs regime, and a complete abandonment of the concept of inside and outside of customs or national territory. The WTO agreements do not directly address the concept of free zones, but the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures does present some regulatory and policy issues of note. In particular export based incentives are prohibited for most countries by 2003, and incentives based on domestic content are prohibited to all countries. This means that many countries in the next few years will need to revise their free zone laws, and certain classes of free zones will disappear. Incentives applied to specific areas, either wide areas or small areas, will also be subject to potential action, and incentive structures may need to be amended to make disputes less likely. It is important to note that these rules apply only to goods. They do not apply to agriculture, the service sector and do not effect the duty free provisions of most free zones. They do apply to tax holidays specifically given to export oriented manufacturing companies. The implications of this to each country requires detailed analysis that is not in the scope of this talk, but the need to change the rules in most countries in this region may provide an opportunity to insert the more appropriate philosophy of customs accountability into the free zone law of countries where it is based on the extraterritorial concepts. Despite these problems do not expect Free Zones to disappear. They serve a valuable policy purpose. First, they allow countries to experiment with new policy frameworks that may lead to more effective development. China in particular has used them to learn about market economies. Most countries, such as Mexico, have used them to become more comfortable with export growth and foreign investment. Secondly, they allow countries to focus resources in particular sectors or areas, and they also permit countries to soften the economic shocks of opening an economy and adjusting to a more competitive and global world, and may be politically feasible when more radical economic changes are not. In some cases they have even
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provided islands of stability and relative transparency in otherwise unstable and difficult countries. Indeed, the zone concept is so powerful, that more and more countries are recognizing a new paradigm of free zones. While the old free zone was often described as a static, labor-intensive, incentive-driven, exploitive enclave, the new zone paradigm is a dynamic, investment-intensive, management-driven, enabling, and integrated economic development tool. The better zones of the world have moved from low end labor intensive production to capital and skill intensive research and development centers, corporate headquarters, and global logistics centers. The zone management organizations have stayed in the forefront of the national development policy. Rather than focusing on fiscal incentive such as tax holidays or low lease rates, the modern zones have focused on providing an internationally competitive business environment. This means improved infrastructure such as providing sophisticated communication, reliable power, and transport, well educated workers, and efficient administration. This includes efficient customs operations which focus on facilitating legal trade without neglecting its responsibility to detect and suppress illicit activities. To the honest businessman this is a refreshing attitude compared to the more traditional attitude of hindering all trade in the hope of finding some illicit trade. Unfortunately, free zones in the Caribbean and Latin America have not tended to be the most dynamic and innovative in the world. Many are stuck with outdated models of development, poor management plans and weak legal structures. The positive side is that the potential for Caribbean Free Zones is enormous. Ill-conceived, union-backed legislative impediments on USAID in supporting zones are a significant reason that Caribbean Zones have not kept up with the rest of the world. The relatively insular attitude of governments in the region also hinders their understanding of zone potential. To indicate the importance of free zones I present the following data. Upper middle income countries that have free zones saw trade expand by 62% over four years, while similar countries that did not have zones, had only a 33% expansion. In lower middle income countries the figures are even more striking. Trade for countries with zones expanded by 78% versus only 1% for those without zones. (Middle income countries according to the World Bank had per capita incomes between US$ 765-US$ 9385. They were broken into higher and lower brackets at US$ 3035.) The benefits of zones were not as great for very high income countries or very low income countries. Most of the Caribbean states are in the middle income ranges. Growth rates of countries with/without zones 1993-1996 by GNP/capita Growth Rate of With/Without Zones Total Exports to Number of Countries GNP/Capita EU and US 1993-1996
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Data: The Flagstaff Institute from US Bureau of the Census and EU Eurostat Thus countries that have seen the wisdom of using free zones are among the most dynamic in the world today. The WTO reports that in the countries it looked at, processing trade, or the manufacturing done in free zones, is expanding at twice the rate of world trade in general and is helping developing countries benefit from globalization and trade. In conclusion, I would like to re-emphasize that Free Zones are a product of the countries that create them. They are fully accountable to, and controllable by, the countries that create them. To the degree that the national authorities have lost control of their domestic territory, they are at risk of losing control of their free zones. But to a real extent the free zone can be a more controlled environment, and may help lead countries in their search for appropriate regulation and expected international behavior, attracting investments from legitimate businesses that may fear a more lawless domestic environment. This was the case in Mexico, and several Asian countries. Free zones are a problem only in those states that are also a problem outside of the zones, and may even be a solution to some problems even then. Different regulations may not be inferior, but rather superior to a system that has failed for the rest of the country. For more information:
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